Juror Reference Sheet

Please list the faculty members listed under your respective instrument as jurors on the jury form. Failure to list the correct jurors will prevent instructors from being able to grade your jury.

Brass:
*Trombone and Tuba-* Louis Hanzlik, Matthew Russo, Gary Sienkiewicz
*French Horn-* Louis Hanzlik, Barbara Hill
*Trumpet-* Louis Hanzlik, Gino Villarreal
*Euphonium-* Louis Hanzlik, James Jackson

Woodwinds:
*Clarinets and Flutes-* Curt Blood, Janet Kim, Naomi Senzer
*Saxophones-* Greg Case, John Mastroianni, Janet Kim
*Oboes and Bassoons-* Brooke Allen, Leah Bedard, Janet Kim

Strings: Steven Bulmer, Solomiya Ivakhiv, Sophie Shao

Jazz and Guitar: Steve Bulmer, Earl MacDonald, John Mastroianni, Christopher Morrison

Piano:
Kenneth Clark, Angelina Gadeliya, Dmitriy Glivinskiy

❖ If your instructor is JingCi Liu or Youmei Cai, also add them as a juror.

Organ:
Kenneth Clark, Angelina Gadeliya, Angela Salcedo

Vocal:
*Tuesday-* Rod Nelman, Lisa Williamson, Mark Womack, Greg Zavracky
*Wednesday-* Rod Nelman, Lisa Williamson, Meredith Ziegler

Percussion: Rob McEwan, Louis Hanzlik